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With growing populations, it becomes a challenge to naturally and aesthetically provide basic human needs and resources to an urban community. Thus, it is the intent of this thesis 
to see how a sustainable ecosystem might facilitate a community. Conventional methods of harvesting resources exert a tremendous toll on the planet. Consequently, cities must 
explore ways to reverse current unstable harvest of resources.  Implementing sustainable ecological solutions even on a small scale can reverse or prevent trends of urban decay in a 
visually appealing manner. This thesis addresses the question of” How does a city provide essential resources for a city in a public urban space?” Environmental solutions have been 
used on a small scale and in theory. However, it is the of this thesis goal to create a sustainable ecosystem on a larger scale that will be a sustainable model for the whole city. 

O’Donnell Park 
Enhancing Downtown Milwaukee’s Economic, Environmental and Social Networks through Sustainable Design
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The site is intended to be a model for future cities 
to use and implement to promote sustainable 
growth. With that said, the model should be 
flexible when it comes to space and have room for 
expansion.  Therefore, this parking structure is an 
ideal site for this project. Though most design is on 
the exterior of the structure, with three stories of 
usable space, this provides flexibility and space for 
additional needs a community might have. 

Project 
Site Study

Area

Why 2933 People

Number of workers in a 
square mile-workers who 
eat out+10% flex  

Number of tourist,  in a square 
mile-people who don’t eat at 

location- go other place- stay on 
site +10% flex  

Downtown Area=4.5 Miles 
Walkable distance  to food =.Miles 
4.5/.25+18 Units 
18 Units / 80,000 Worker =
60% of people don't eat out.
900 People 

Art museum visors 400,000
10%  Eat while touring 
5% Pack lunch
3 Dine There 
1 Go outside of range.
1% Provide for+4000
1/3 Provide for =1333
1333 People 

=2933 People

Average 270 residents  
per block 

(City of Milwaukee)

Average 1,333 tourist 
would use siteAverage 900 workers site 

should provide for

Site size 7 acres 
2.5 Blocks 
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The definition of “sustainability” is the study of how natural systems function, 
remain diverse and produce everything it needs for the ecology to stay in balance. 
Sustainability considers how we might live in harmony with the natural world 
around us, protecting it from damage and destruction.

The O’ Donnell Park itself is changing from being city owned to being 
owned by the Milwaukee Art Museum.  The primary purpose or premises 
of their redesign is to make the park for the public, while at the same time 
being cost effective. To do this effectively, some areas of infrastructure are 
in good construction (marked in green) that are appealing to the public 
thus redesign will not happen in those areas. However, the area in blue is 
in need of minor repairs and minimal redesign, while areas in red will be 
redesigned completely to better accommodate a community needs to 
meet the three goals of the site. 

One of the first priorities in creating a sustainable ecosystem is calculating the environmental needs and feasibility of the desired location. Posted above is the main process diagram of 
how suitability will be achieved. The first outcomes are generated based off research and analysis of the Milwaukee area. Secondly pathways or methods to study those goals are thought 
of. Then numbers are added (as seen in the column to the left), based off surveys, calculations, and research. Next , the red number represents is the total area needed to produce the 
requirements of the site. Finally as illustrated in the far-left column those areas are roughly shown in the analysis sections to give a better understanding of how space is used. 
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Closed Loop Eternal Life 
Ancient Egyptians revered the onion bulb, viewing its spherical 
shape and concentric rings as symbols of eternal life,.  In the 
same way, I plan to have a site in which everything connects and 
revolves around each other. In a closed loop system, just like an 
onion and its layers, everything is related and supports one 
another.

Tunic
Farmers Market

Onion Part

Comparison

Transfer Layer
Flex Space

Legend 

Onion

Flex Space

Core Design
An onion’s core acts as the central brain for the onion, 
controlling growth and maintaining the onion. In the same way, 
I plan to use my three goals as the primary controlling factor of 
the site. Controlling how the site uses its resources to make sure 
the site is maintained in a sustainable fashion.

Unpeeling an Onion for Practical Design  

Using Bacteria 
An onion uses natural and obtained bacteria to produce growth. 
In the same way, I am using fish in the Aquaponics System as 
seen in the aquaponics diagram on the model.

Scales of Energy
The outside scale of an onion is rigid and protects the onion from 
natural elements, much like the solar panels on the outside of my 
building protect the concrete core from damage. In addition, the 
outside of the onion allows for the transfer of water, which is an 
energy requirement for an onion much like the solar panels provides 
power for the site

Layers 
An onion has flexible layers that might be used for water or 
food storage, protection, and root growth. In the same way, I 
have designed flexible social space that can be used for what a 
community needs at the time. 

Any sustainable system is comprised of multiple layers of design that all function together to support a common core idea much like 
how an onion naturally functions. Naturally an Onion has a self-sustaining design where it draws the nutrients it needs and reuse 
resources in a way that make it self-sustainable.  Thus I have biomimic or simply been inspired by the functions and characteristics of 
an onion, listed below are the core inspirations .
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Pedestal Paver systems are a sustainable solution to the problems 
encountered with the use of the conventional decking method. The primary 
concern with the traditional method is the entry of surface water into the 
system causing damage to the pavers and their lack of ability to manage 
rainwater. This entails continual maintenance due to the need for 
replacement and repairs and thus requires higher expenditure. Pedestal 
paver systems are intended for North America’s climate and structural 
requirements – elevated deck surfaces providing a drainage space between 
the pavers and the waterproofed supporting structure beneath. 
With the use of concrete pavers as terrace pavers, plaza deck and roof ballast 
lost spaces could be functional in many ways. Aside from being useful, roofs 
and decks could also be eye-catching, especially when viewed from upper 
elevations. Primarily, Paver Pedestal System provides performance, durability, 
and protection for the roof system from extreme weather conditions while 
also directing storm water to proper reserves.
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Community Interaction and Involvement Area
Interaction is a fundamental component to creating a sustainable society. Communication on a community level is needed for accommodations to be utilized and maintained. Currently, 
according to research, the city of Milwaukee is poorly educated on how to be self-sufficient from an environmental perspective. That is why the following areas have been developed to 
detour this trend. First, an educational garden will teach a community how anyone can be sustainable, as also seen in the model below. 

The educational garden is themed to show that anyone can be sustainable, no matter the financial or demographic status 
they hold. The garden is made from mostly recycled materials that create a cost effective and aesthetically charming garden. 
In addition, the garden demonstrates that plants can be grown in various ways and methods. These methods are themed in 
three main areas (as seen below). Each method brings a unique perspective on how a community can learn and practice 
sustainable gardening

The section above illustrates how like an onion the seating in the amphitheater is layered not only to maximize water usage from rains, but also to be absorbed and used in the area such 
as the green walls. This biomimic design allows for seating functionality to occur. Likewise, when it comes to a number of users on the site creating flexibility in size much like how an 
onion can expand its layers to promote proper growth, through water, and nutrient expansion. 

2% Slope Directs Water to Garden

Stage

Vertical Garden

Rain Water

Solar Panels

Dining 

Farmers Market Perspective

Amphitheater Section

Educational Garden Perspective

Educational Garden Master Plan

Park  Interaction Master Plan 
Plant Recommendations

Park Center Perspective

One of the key features of the social area is to be flexible to 
the community’s needs. Thus, multiple areas have been 
created to allow freedom in programming. The perspectives 
show some of the optional programing that can be used. 
The programming shown below is based off the 
communities needs from a survey that  Northwestern 
Mutual conducted when they wanted to buy the park. 
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Agriscaping Garden

Lettuce KaleStrawberries MintYarrowBleeding Heart

Xeriscaping Garden 

RosemarySage Lavender Pink Muhly GrassLemon GrassBlue Oat Grass
The first garden is a Xeriscape landscaping or, simply, "xeriscaping", which by definition, is landscaping designed specifically for areas that are susceptible to 
drought or for properties where water conservation is practiced. The reasoning behind this garden is Milwaukee is going through a drought and water 
conservation is needed. Furthermore, sustainable vegetation in a natural setting uses very limited resources,  but gives back ten-fold, just like this garden.

The next garden demonstrates Sustainable Agriscaping. It can be implemented into most gardens to better increase productivity and garden appeal.  Sustainable 
Agriscaping is defined as landscape plantings that creatively and elegantly integrate horticultural elements in a natural way either using growing produce (edible 
fruits, vegetables, and herbs) or by utilizing plants that reduce over-consumption, landfill waste, and water usage, creating a complete ecosystem. 

Pollination Garden

Cone Flower Aster Bee Balm Butterfly Bush Thyme Raspberries

The last garden influences nature by using pollinator plants to assist other plants in the growing process, in addition to proving a visually appealing landscape. 
More, importantly this garden gives back to nature providing food and habitat, to native insects in the area, whose habitats are being destroyed by urban 
deployment.
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